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Abstract

With the proliferation of mobile devices and smart cameras, detecting anomalies and predicting their mobility
are critical for enhancing safety in ubiquitous computing systems. Due to data privacy regulations and limited
communication bandwidth, it is infeasible to collect, transmit, and store all data from mobile devices at a
central location. To overcome this challenge, we propose FedADMP, a federated learning based joint Anomaly
Detection and Mobility Prediction framework. FedADMP adaptively splits the training process between the
server and clients to reduce computation loads on clients. To protect the privacy of user data, clients in
FedADMP upload only intermediate model parameters to the cloud server. We also develop a differential
privacy method to prevent the cloud server and external attackers from inferring private information
during the model upload procedure. Extensive experiments using real-world datasets show that FedADMP
consistently outperforms existing methods.
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1. Introduction
With the proliferation of mobile devices and smart
cameras, anomaly detection and mobility prediction
become an important and emerging topic in ubiquitous
computing systems, where an anomaly can be a human,
a car, and so on. In many situations, especially when
solving crime cases, anomaly detection and mobility
predication are indispensable. Historically, solving
crime cases has been the prerogative of criminal justice
and law enforcement experts. With the increasing use
of computer systems to track and identify crimes,
data analysts have begun to help law enforcement
officers speed up the process of solving crime cases [1].
For example, accurate anomaly detection and mobility
prediction can help the authority quickly identify the
potential threat (i.e., the anomaly) and its movement
paths (i.e., the mobility) so as to schedule forces to meet
the requirement (e.g., taking the threat into custody)
with minimum delay. For smart cities, with the help
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of anomaly detection and mobility prediction, the
government can better understand the traffic flows and
propose proper policies to run the city more efficiently.

Given its great value in practical applications, there
are a large number of studies on anomaly detection
(e.g., [2–6]) and mobility prediction (e.g., [7–10]).
While these models achieve good performance, they
are in general designed for a single task, i.e., either
anomaly detection or mobility prediction. The intrinsic
design makes it hard to generalize these models for
the purpose of joint anomaly detection and mobility
prediction in ubiquitous computing systems subject to
its increasingly demanding services. Furthermore, there
is an increasing concern on privacy issues raised in
these models due to the data sharing between client
devices and the central server.

Federated learning (FL) [11–14] has recently been
proposed for decentralized privacy-preserving training,
which enables client devices, such as mobile phones
and smart cameras, to collaboratively learn a shared
(global) model while keeping all the training data on
client devices. There is a central server in FL that
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orchestrates the whole training process. In each training
round, the server collects local models from eligible
client devices, which are then averaged to improve the
shared model. Similar to the conventional centralized
machine learning framework, the wall-clock time for
training a model to reach a certain accuracy (i.e., time-
to-accuracy) is a key performance objective. FL has
been deployed across user devices for computer vision
and natural language processing tasks [15, 16], medical
imaging AI creation [17], video streaming [18], imaging
training and AI cameras testing in smart cities [19, 20].

Despite the above success, FL cannot be directly
applied for joint anomaly detection and mobility
prediction in ubiquitous computing systems due to the
following challenges. First, model training through e.g.,
deep neural network (DNN) is known to be extremely
computation-intensive. Thus, it would be infeasible
to train the model on client devices alone, which
often have limited resources for emerging applications
in ubiquitous computing systems. Second, the model
uploading and aggregation process in FL are not secure,
which may result in the leak of private information
of individuals. This is because the central server
and external attackers may be able to obtain user’s
private information by analyzing the uploaded model
weights. Finally, the application of privacy protection
via e.g., differential privacy method [21] may lead to
significant performance degradation in joint anomaly
detection and mobility prediction task. Adding to
these challenges is the fact that FL testing is usually
performed on real-life client data, some of the client
devices may not be available for the FL training and
testing in ubiquitous computing systems [12, 22], and
the system performance of client devices often varies.
As a result, a robust FL model is desired for ubiquitous
computing systems where not all client devices are
available.

Research contributions: In this paper, we propose
FedADMP, a FL-based joint anomaly detection and
mobility prediction (ADMP) framework, to address the
aforementioned challenges. First, FedADMP protects
the privacy of client devices. In FedADMP, the raw data
is stored at the client devices and only intermediate
model parameters such as the gradients of the trained
neural network is uploaded to the server. Second,
to reduce the computation load on client devices,
FedADMP provides a novel joint training process in
which the training task is performed collaboratively
by client devices and the cloud server in each epoch.
In contrast, the conventional FL framework performs
the model training only on client devices. In addition,
we consider a practical attack scenario and develop
a lightweight group activation mechanism to protect
client devices from such an attack without performance
degradation. Finally, FedADMP works on situations

where only partial client devices are available for FL
training and testing.

In summary, the main contributions of the paper are:

• To the best of our knowledge, FedADMP is
the first work that addresses the joint anomaly
detection and mobility prediction problem using
an FL-based approach. By storing users’ private
data on client devices and uploading only model
parameters to the server, FedADMP successfully
protects the privacy of client devices.

• FedADMP provides a novel joint training process
between client devices and the cloud server in
each epoch to reduce the computation load on
client devices, which often have limited com-
putational capability in ubiquitous computing
systems. In particular, each client device per-
forms partial training using its raw data and
then adaptively offloads the remaining training
to the cloud server by uploading its intermediate
results i.e., the activation of LSTM to the cloud
server. Our extensive experiments using real-
world traces show that FedADMP not only dra-
matically reduces the convergence time to achieve
a certain accuracy, but also reduces the energy
consumption on client devices and the commu-
nication costs, which are desirable for resource-
constrained client devices in ubiquitous comput-
ing systems.

• We consider a practical attack scenario and
develop a lightweight group activation mecha-
nism to protect client devices from such attack.

• We strengthen the robustness of our proposed
FedADMP framework by considering the situa-
tion in which only partial client devices are avail-
able for training and testing. Our experimental
results show that FedADMP achieves the desired
time-to-accuracy with reduced energy consump-
tion and communication costs when partial client
devices contribute to the model training.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
formulate the joint anomaly detection and mobility
prediction problem in Section 2. Section 3 presents
the design of our FedADMP system design. The
experimental results of FedADMP on five real-world
datasets are given in Section 4. Section 5 discusses
the related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Additional experimental results are provided in the
appendix.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the joint
ADMP problem in ubiquitous computing systems. With
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Figure 1. Workflow comparison between conventional machine
learning systems and FedADMP. “S ", “T " and "U " represent cloud
servers, transfer environment, and end users, respectively.

the advance of location based applications and largely-
deployed smart cameras, location-based services have
played a significant role in the safety of smart cities
[8, 23, 24]. Below, we give a generation definition of the
ADMP data trajectory.

Definition 1. (Data trajectory) Let q represent data that
is recorded as a tuple of four elements: image pixel
m, location l, timestamp t, user identity u (i.e., q =
(m, l, t, u)). An ADMP trajectory S of target u is defined
as a set of ordered image sequences {q1, · · · , qn} (i.e.,
Su = {(m1, l1, t1), · · · , (mn, ln, tn)}). We use S to denote
{Su}u∈U , where U is the set of all targets.

Note that the above definition is applicable to general
application domains [23, 25–27]. For simplicity, we
transform all location information into a new unique
ID, and quantify the time interval into fixed value,
following the recent practice [10, 24]. In our paper, we
choose 250 seconds as the default time interval given
the consideration of anomaly mobility and general
location frequency in smart city services. However,
such spatial and temporal resolution can be easily
generalized based on the requirement of different
services.

Definition 2. (ADMP) Given an image sequence S , the
goal of ADMP is to detect a particular target u and
predict the possible location ln+1 for target u in the next
time step tn+1.

3. FedADMP System Design
In this section, we first provide an overview of
FedADMP and then describe each core component
of FedADMP. Similar to many other conventional
federated learning frameworks, we assume that the
raw data is collected by each client, rather than being
collected at a central location.

Figure 1 compares the workflow of conventional
machine learning systems and FedADMP on anomaly
detection and mobility prediction. As illustrated in

Figure 1 (a), conventional machine learning systems
perform the following four steps to solve the joint
anomaly detection and mobility prediction problem.
First, the raw data is collected from client devices
and transmitted to a central server, which usually
resides in a remote data center. Next, a joint model is
trained on the server using the raw data. The trained
model is then distributed to the client devices through
communication channels. Finally, the client devices
infer the anomaly and the corresponding mobility
behavior. Although such a centralized model works
well on conventional systems where client devices have
limited computation resources, it fails to protect users’
privacy data as raw user data is uploaded to the cloud
server. Recently, FL was proposed to address this issue
by performing all computations (e.g., model training)
on client devices so that no raw user data is shared with
the cloud server. However, client devices usually have
limited computation resources and storage, particularly
for emerging applications in ubiquitous computing
systems, which may significantly degrade the system
performance.

To address the above challenges, we propose
FedADMP, a novel FL based model for joint anomaly
detection and mobility prediction in ubiquitous com-
puting systems. The workflow of FedADMP is given
in Figure 1 (b). In FedADMP, client devices and the
cloud server collaboratively train the model in each
epoch. We assume that all clients use the Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) model [28] for training. Each
client device first partially trains the model and then
adaptively offloads the model training to the cloud
server while keeping the sensitive user data on the
device. Specifically, during the forward propagation
process, each client device uploads only the activation
(i.e., the intermediate output of the first layer of LSTM
to the cloud server, which further processes the forward
propagation based on the activation received from each
client. Then the cloud server computes the gradient of
the loss function in the backward propagation, which
is used to update the model respect to each client.
Once the server completes processing all clients in each
epoch, a global aggregation is performed to compute
the updated global model, which is then sent to all
clients. As the client device performs only partial train-
ing, FedADMP significantly reduces the computation
loads on client device. Furthermore, in departure of the
conventional split learning methods (e.g., [29, 30]), the
client devices in FedADMP uploads only the activation
rather than the whole local model, to the cloud server.
This significantly reduces the communication cost as
the size of the activation is significantly smaller than
the whole model. In addition, we have developed a
differential privacy based method to prevent external
attackers and the cloud server from extracting clients’
personal information from the uploaded activations.
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Figure 2. The architecture of FedADMP.

3.1. Anomaly Detection and Mobility Prediction
Figure 2 gives the architecture of FedADMP, which
consists of three components: an input module with
multi-modal embedding, an LSTM-based sequential
module, and an output module.
Input module with multi-modal embedding: In
FedADMP, we convert the raw data into a sequence
S based on Definition 1, where Su represents a
sequence of images captured by client devices (e.g.,
smart cameras, mobile devices, etc.). As there are
thousands of locations in the dataset, the dimension
of one location can be up to thousands. To address
this issue, we use embedding methods to reduce the
feature dimension and learn the dense representation
of discrete location, time, and pixel values. Similar
to conventional embedding methods such as [24, 31,
32], the embedding table is only a lookup table
with dense representation of difference indexes, which
significantly reduces the dimension. To improve the
performance, the embedding model is trained and
optimized with the whole network training process.
Finally, we concatenate the location, the time, and the
pixel vectors to obtain a representation of a spatial-
temporal point.
Sequential modeling unit: Given the tremendous
success of recurrent networks, in particular the LSTM
in sequential modeling, we develop a LSTM-based
modeling unit for sequential transition relationships.
Our modeling unit combines the last output of the
neural network and the current input to make the
network learn to capture the relationship between
sequential inputs. LSTM is formulated as follows:

it = σ (Wixxt + Wghht1 + bi),

ft = σ (Wf xxt + Wf hht1 + bf ),

Figure 3. The computation flow of LSTM.

ot = σ (Woxxt + Wohht1 + bo),

gt = tanh(Wgxxt + Wghht1 + bg ),

ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ gt ,
ht = ot ◦ tanh(ct),

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, xt is the input,
ht is the hidden state, ct is the cell state, it , ft , ot are
the input, forget and output gates, and gt is the useful
information from the input. The computation flow of
such a LSTM is illustrated in Figure 3.
Output module: Following the above sequential
module, we consider a projection-based method
for output module (shown in Figure 4), which
directly uses the hidden state vector to calculate
the correlation between the hidden state and the
dense location embedding representation. Given the
correlation results, we use the sigmoid function to
obtain the final hybrid output which contains the
identification probability distribution concatenated
with the prediction probability distribution. We use a
linear layer to directly project the hidden state onto
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Figure 4. The output module.

high-dimensional identification and position vectors.
The sigmoid function is then applied to the projection
output to obtain a probability distribution of the
identified task and the predicted position. The output
module is formulated as

z = wh + b, output =
exp(z)

exp(z) + 1
,

where h is the hidden state of previous sequential unit,
w and b represent learnable parameters of projection
linear layer.

Given the above hybrid output that contains the
concatenated result of task identification and mobility
prediction, we can simply separate them through
slicing to obtain the results for the task identification
and the mobility prediction. We further determine if
the identification task is an anomaly or not. Let yd be
the detection output. We compute the normal score as
s = (yd − yl)2, where yl is the one hot code information
of the target’s label. Once we obtain the score s, we
compare it with a decision making threshold δ. If s
is less than δ, then an anomaly is considered to be
detected.

3.2. Privacy-Preserving Mechanism
Although FedADMP does not upload raw data to the
cloud server, it is still possible to divulge sensitive
information collected by client devices by analyzing the
differences between the activation and the shared global
model transmitted between client devices and the cloud
in each epoch [33, 34].
A real attack example [23]: Although it is much harder
to extract private information from the activation
and the shared global model than the raw data due
to the complexity and the implicit nature of the
model, advanced techniques were recently developed
to attack the model upload procedure and extract
private information with some prior knowledge [35].
For example, assume that a client device receives a
global model Mt−1 at time step t − 1 from the cloud
server. Based on this global model and the local data
used for training, the client device obtains a new local
model Mt at the step t. Since the raw data from
different client devices are often not independent and

Attacker

Activation (𝐴𝑘
𝑡 )

Server

Difference 
Analysis

Client-side 
model

LSTM

Output Module

Upload Activation (𝐴𝑘
𝑡 ) at 𝑡

(𝐴1
𝑡 ),…… ,(𝐴𝐾−1

𝑡 ), (𝐴𝐾
𝑡 )

Server-side model

𝑚𝑘
𝑡

Back propagation and FL average
Local

Download global model (𝑀𝑡+1) at 𝑡 + 1

𝑀𝑡+1

Global model  model

(𝐷𝑘)

Raw data(𝐷𝐾)

Figure 5. A real attack scenario where attackers may extract
private information from the model upload procedure.

Figure 6. Different differential privacy mechanisms.

identically distributed in practice, the contribution of
each client device is varying. Therefore, by comparing
the differences between the global model Mt−1 and the
local model Mt , the attacker can deduce which client is
involved in the training process. A simple attack of the
above procedure is presented in Figure 5.
Activation optimization with differential privacy:
To mitigate the potential privacy risk, we propose
a privacy-preserving local activation technique on
client devices based on the differential privacy (DP)
method [21]. We introduce DP into the local activation
optimization to obtain the controlled embedding table
for model sharing with privacy guarantees. Figure 6
compares our proposed activation optimization method
against the conventional DP methods. In conventional
FL based framework, the noise is added either
to the raw data (Figure 6 (a)) or the the entire
local model (Figure 6 (b)). However, this is usually
computational expensive due to the sheer size of raw
data and local model, particularly for client devices
in ubiquitous computing systems considered in this
paper. In departure from these methods, FedADMP
adds artificial noise only to the activation uploaded to
the cloud server (Figure 6 (c)).
Computing the global model: After client devices
upload the activation to the cloud server, the cloud
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Algorithm 1 The training procedure of FedADMP

1: Global parameters: Mt : global model at t-step; K :
number of clients; α: learning rate.

2: Local parameters: Client k, mk : local model; ϵ: DP
parameter; Ak : activation.

3: Server: initialize M0

4: for round t ∈ {1, 2, ...} do
5: for client k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} do
6: At

k ← Client(Mt ,α)
7: complete the rest of training
8: mt+1

k ←Mt − α∇Mt

9: end for
10: Mt+1 =

∑K
n=1 m

t+1
k /K

11: end for
12: Client:
13: At

k ← forward propagation //construct noise with
DP ϵ

14: At
k←At

k + noise // apply DP
15: upload At

k to the server

server continues the training process as described in
Figure 1. Upon the completion of the training process
in each epoch, the server aggregates results from all
client devices. Here we choose the widely used Adaptive
Moment Estimation (Aadm [36]) algorithm to update
the model in FedADMP. Assume that there are k
client devices involved in a task. Client k sends its
activation At

k to the server after completing the client-
side training, and the server will use At

k to complete
the rest of the forward propagation. Then the server
updates the local model mt+1

k of client k via mt+1
k ←

Mt − α∇Mt . Once this is done for all clients, the server
updates the new global model by aggregation: Mt+1 =∑K

n=1 m
t+1
k /K . Finally, the server distributes the new

global model Mt+1 to all clients for the next epoch.

3.3. Training Procedure
Algorithm 1 summarizes our training process. We use
the cross-entropy loss function for local training on
client devices and the basic SGD algorithm for global
optimization. Lines 3–11 in the algorithm describes the
training process performed on the server side. First, the
server randomly generates an initial parameter M0 (line
3). The server then process the activation received from
client devices (line 6) and completes the rest of the
training process (line 7). Next, the server updates the
local model (line 8). After all local models are updated,
the server computes the global model and sends the
global model to all client devices to start a new epoch
(line 9). At the client side, each client performs local
training on its raw data, adds noise to the activation to
protect privacy, and then uploads the activation to the
server (lines 12 and 13).

3.4. Discussion: Adversarial Attacks on FedADMP
A few adversarial attacks were proposed on federated
learning model, including a data poisoning [37]
in which malicious participants aim to poison the
global model by sending model updates derived from
mislabeled data, a backdoor attack [38] where the
goal of the adversary is to reduce the performance of
the model on targeted tasks, the inference attack [39]
which reconstructs the training samples by comparing
generative deep neural networks with discriminative
deep neural networks to generate samples that appear
to come from the training set, the server side attack
[40] which uses GAN with a multitask discriminator
to recover private data. FedADMP is not resistant
to the above attacks. We can apply existing defense
mechanisms such as the ones proposed in [41], to
defend against adversarial machine learning attacks.

4. Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of
FedADMP using real-world datasets. All experiments
were conducted on an Intel(R) core i7-9750H machine
with 2.6GHz 6-core CPU, GTX 1660Ti GPU, and 16GB
memory.

4.1. Datasets
We evaluate the performance of FedADMP using five
data trajectories from the following three datasets.
Geo-life dataset [25] contains real GPS trajectories of
hundreds of users from several cities collected between
April 2007 and August 2012. We select the trajectories
of three different cities – Beijing, Krong Siem Reap
(KSR) and Seattle – to conduct the experiments.
Foursquare dataset [26] contains trajectories of loca-
tion based social networks, which attract millions of
users and contain their massive digital footprints. In
particular, we select the trajectory of New York City
(NYC) Restaurant, which contains the check-in, tip and
tag data of restaurant venues in NYC collected between
24 October 2011 and 20 February 2012, from 3,112
users and 3,298 venues with 27,149 check-ins and
10,377 tips.
Cabspotting dataset [27] contains GPS traces of taxi
cabs in San Francisco (SF), collected in May 2008.

To better understand the characteristics of the data,
we analyze the data and draw their distributions in
Figure 7. We observe that the time interval in most
of the datasets is 5 seconds. We also observe that the
visiting frequency of all locations follows similar long-
tail distribution with Beijing trajectory having slightly
higher visiting frequency.

Our work focuses on identifying suspicious objects
and predicting their future locations in ubiquitous
computing systems. However, the above mobility
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Figure 7. Characteristic of datasets. (a): Distribution of time
interval of nearby location records. (b): Visiting frequency
distribution of locations.

datasets do not contain data for object recognition and
hence cannot be directly used for our task. To address
this issue, we perform several pre-processing steps on
the above mobility datasets together with the insights
from two object recognition databases: MNIST datasets
[42] and Fashion-MNIST datasets [43]. In particular,
we reconstruct the mobility datasets so that each data
contains the four components describe in Section 2:
image, time, location, and ID. After the reconstruction,
each object in the recognition database corresponds to a
specific ID in the mobility database. Since the trajectory
data of the Geo-life database is expressed in latitude
and longitude, to make the experiment practical, we
follow the recent practice [10, 24] to transform various
location identifications into new unique location IDs.
We choose 250 seconds as the time interval in our
experiments. For the ease of exposition, we present
only results for using the MNIST dataset as the object
recognition database. Similar trends are observed with
the Fashion-MNIST dataset, which are relegated to the
Appendix A.

4.2. Baselines and Metrics
We compare FedADMP with state-of-the-art methods in
terms of convergence, prediction accuracy, communica-
tion costs, and energy consumption on client devices.
To achieve high precision, we focus on evaluating the
convergence of different models in terms of wall-clock
time instead of the number of iterations. This is because
the model training and task execution can be time con-
suming, and achieving a high precision in a timely man-
ner is of significant importance for ADMP to maintain
safety in ubiquitous computing systems. For complete-
ness, we also present the results in term of the number
of iterations to show the advantange of FedADMP. We
compare FedADMP against the following four state-of-
the-art methods:
• PMF [23] is a FL-based privacy preserving mobility

prediction framework with all computations done on
client devices.
• LSTM is the simplified version of PMF model,

which only contains LSTM layers.

• FedMA [44] constructs the shared global model in
a layer-wise manner by matching and averaging hidden
elements with similar feature extraction signatures.
• FedAvg [11] is a state-of-the-art method for

distributed training with privacy guarantees.

4.3. Parameters
The parameters of FedADMP are as follows: (a) model
parameters: the size of the location embedding is 12
for Beijing trajectory, 18 for KSR trajectory, 19 for
Seattle trajectory, 27 for NYC trajectory and 20 for SF
trajectory. The size of the time embedding is 28 and
the size of the hidden state is 128. (b) Hyperparameters
for local training model: the learning rate is 0.001
and the dropout rate is 0.5. (c) Hyperparameters for
global training model: the learning rate is 0.001 and
the dropout rate is 0.5. (d) Hyperparameters for global
aggregation model: the number of client devices is 30,
the local epoch is 1. Furthermore, we consider an ideal
setting for the cloud server, i.e., there are always enough
computational resources on the cloud server.

4.4. Performance results
In this section, we compare the performance of
FedADMP against the above four state-of-the-art
methods on five data trajectories. We observe that
FedADMP dramatically reduces the time taken to
achieve a certain accuracy level with significantly
reduced energy consumption on client devices and no
additional communication costs.
Convergence and accuracy: Figures 8 and 9 compare
the convergence and model accuracy of FedADMP
against the above four state-of-the-art methods using
time-to-accuracy and epoch-to-accuracy metrics,
respectively, where the MNIST dataset is used as
the object recognition database. In particular, when
an anomaly appears in the system, FedADMP first
identifies the anomaly and then predicts its mobility.
The accuracy presented in the paper is the joint
accuracy of anomaly detection and mobility prediction.
Note that in most cases, the ground truth of the
anomaly is not available and hence are hard to
be directly quantified. However, once the targeted
anomaly appears in the time series data, FedADMP can
learn to predict its next location and detect/identify
the anomaly accordingly.

Figures 8 and 9 show that FedADMP consistently out-
performs other four state-of-the-art methods although
the accuracy improvement over PMF is limited in
some traces. More importantly, FedADMP dramatically
reduces the convergence time to achieve a particular
accuracy. For example, FedAMDP achieves 60% accu-
racy within 10 seconds in the Seattle trajectory, while
the best performed baseline (i.e., the PMF) achieves on
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Figure 8. Convergence and accuracy performance measure in time (i.e., time-to-accuracy).
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Figure 9. Convergence and accuracy performance measure in epochs (i.e., epoch-to-accuracy).

15% accuracy (as shown in Figure 10). Similar obser-
vations are made in other trajectories. This property
is highly desirable for the joint anomaly detection and
mobility prediction task in ubiquitous computing sys-
tems since a timely decision is critical in many emerging
applications as motivated in the introduction. Similar
results are observed when the Fashion-MNIST dataset is
used as the object recognition database; the correspond-
ing results are provided in Appendix A for the ease of
exposition.
Energy consumption and communication costs: As
client devices in ubiquitous computing systems are
usually battery-powered and resource constrained, it
is important to keep the energy consumption and
communication costs low in order not to quickly drain
the battery of client devices. We compare the energy
consumed by client devices in different models for
achieving the same accuracy. In our experiments, we
assume an ideal cloud server (e.g., in data center) that
always has enough computation resources. Figure 11
(Left) compares the energy consumed by client devices
in different models when achieving 40% accuracy.
The figure shows that FedADMP consumes the least
energy. This is because FedADMP offloads part of the
training tasks to the server, as described in Section 3.
We also measure the size of the data transmitted
between the server and clients. In our experiments,
all clients are executed in parallel on the machine. As
a result, the communication environment is ideal and

the communication time between the server and clients
are negligible. When the server and clients execute on
different machines, the communication time depends
on the size of data transmitted between the server
and clients. Figure 11 (Right) presents the size of data
transmitted between the server and clients. As client
devices in FedADMP send only the activation rather
than the entire model parameters to the server, the
size of data transmitted between the server and clients
is small. Similar observations can be made for other
performance accuracy and hence are omitted here.
Impact of the number of clients: Although collecting
information from a large number of clients helps
improve the accuracy of anomaly detection, it also
increases the search space for mobility prediction.
Figure 12 (a) shows that within the same amount of
training time, when the number of clients increases, the
model accuracy reduces slightly. This is because, when
the number of clients increases, the number of training
epochs increases. On the other hand, for a certain
accuracy (e.g., 40%), it will take less time to achieve
such an accuracy as more data is used for training at
each epoch when the number of clients increases, as
shown in Figure 12 (b).
Impact of differential privacy parameters: We also
investigate the impact of differential privacy parameter
ϵ on the performance of FedADMP. Figure 13
shows that the accuracy of FedADMP increases when
ϵ increases ϵ (i.e., when the differential privacy
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Figure 10. Accuracy performance measured in time.
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Figure 11. (Left): Energy consumption. (Right): Communication cost.
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Figure 12. The impact of different numbers of client devices.

requirement is less strict). We also observe that,
when ϵ is small (i.e., less than 40), the accuracy of
FedADMP increases dramatically when ϵ increases
slightly, especially for the SF trajectory. This is because
the SF trajectory has more location ID numbers than
others. As the relation between locations is much more
diverse with more features for the trajectory data, the
larger the number of location ID numbers, the less
ambiguous the trajectory is. When ϵ is greater than 40,
the accuracy of FedADMP is less sensitive to the DP, i.e.,
the marginal improvement is smaller with the change of
ϵ.

We further study the security of our model based
on our differential privacy (DP) and attack model
described in Section 3.2. In particular, we define the
attack risk as ||lsattack ∩ lstruth||/lstruth, where ls stands
for the location set, and lsattack is the estimated location
set based on differences between the downloaded model
and the uploaded model. Table 1 gives the attack risk of
FedADMP on different DP parameter ϵ. Furthermore,
Figure 13 and Table 1 together show that the more
noises are added, the better privacy protection is
provided at the cost of model accuracy. Thus, there
exists a tradeoff between the privacy and the accuracy
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DP ϵ 10 20 40 60 80 100 ∞
Beijing 0.08 0.313 0.401 0.439 0.454 0.462 0.503

KSR 0.101 0.392 0.508 0.556 0.576 0.585 0.637
Seattle 0.106 0.413 0.535 0.586 0.606 0.616 0.670
NYC 0.144 0.559 0.723 0.792 0.0819 0.8292 0.906
SF 0.121 0.534 0.627 0.685 0.706 0.724 0.771

Table 1. The variation of attack risk with different DP parameters ϵ.
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Figure 13. The impact of different differential privacy parameters.
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Figure 14. The impact of model size.

for specific conditions, which provides us a control
knob based on different application requirements.
The impact of model size: Since the client devices in
ubiquitous computing systems are usually limited in
storage, energy, and computational resources, we hope
to design a model that has small number of parame-
ters. However, models with fewer parameters usually
have worse performance. As a result, it is important to
achieve the desirable tradeoff between the number of
parameters and the performance in ubiquitous comput-
ing systems. We conduct experiments to evaluate the
impact of the model size on the accuracy of the model.
In particular, we focus on the impact of hidden layers.
For simplicity, we set the dimension hr of the hidden
state in LSTM the same as the dimension hl of the
input and output state, which denotes the size of hidden
state (i.e., hidden size). Figure 14 shows that the model
accuracy varies with the hidden size in all datasets. In
particular, the smaller the hidden size, the worse the
performance of model. Therefore, we choose 128 as the
default value of the hidden size for all datasets.
Joint model vs. individual model: A natural question
is what is the advantage of FedADMP, a joint model
for anomaly detection and mobility prediction, over
two separate models (one for each task)? Below,
we address this question by comparing FedADMP

against executing two tasks separately in terms of
communication costs, time consumption ,and energy
cost. As shown in Figure 15, FedADMP achieves a better
performance in all performance metrics. There are two
major reasons. First, FedADMP reduces the training
time, which results in less energy consumption on client
devices. At the same time, the communication cost is
reduced since less epoch is taken to achieve the same
performance accuracy. Secondly, FedADMP allows to
process two tasks simultaneously while having separate
models for each task requires to process two models one
after the other, which incurs additional overheads.

Robustness of FedADMP: Different from traditional
machine learning models that run on servers in well-
managed data centers, client devices in ubiquitous
computing systems often have various amount of
computing powers. This makes it challenging for the
coordinator to efficiently identify and manage valuable
participants. Furthermore, client devices often vary in
system performance and may slow down or drop out of
the network. To that end, we evaluate the robustness of
our FedADMP on scenario where not all client devices
are available for training and testing, and characterize
the performance tradeoff in terms of model accuracy,
energy consumption and communication costs.

We consider a scenario with 100 client devices, and
randomly select some client devices for training and
testing under the assumption that the remaining client
devices are not available. For the ease of exposition, we
only present results for three cases: (i) FedADMP-40:
40 client devices are used for training and testing; (ii)
FedADMP-70: 70 client devices participate in training
and testing; and (iii) FedADMP-100: all client devices
participate in training and testing. Figure 16 presents
the results of FedADMP in terms of convergence.
The figure shows that when the number of devices
involved in the training is small (e.g., FedADMP-40),
it takes more epochs but less time to converge and
the accuracy rate is lower. This is because, when fewer
client devices are involved in training, less data is
used for training. Hence the length of each epoch
is smaller and it takes more epoch to converge at
the cost of a lower accuracy. More importantly, we
observe that when a relatively large number of client
devices participate in the training (e.g., FedADMP-
70), FedADMP achieves almost the same accuracy
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Figure 15. Performance comparison between FedADMP and separate models.
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Figure 16. Convergence and accuracy performance of FedADMP when partial client devices are available in Beijing trajectory.
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Figure 17. Energy consumption and communication cost of
FedADMP when partial client devices are available in Beijing
trajectory.

with relatively small convergence time compared to
FedADMP-100. One insight is that some client devices
may not provide enough meaningful information for
the whole system model and the information provided
by client devices may overlap, and hence when
enough client devices are involved, we obtain desirable
results. Our observations coincide with Figure 17,
where FedADMP-40 consumes the least energy (as
it takes the least time to converge), but has the
highest communication costs (as it takes more epochs
to converge). Similar trends are observed in other
trajectories, and hence are relegated to the Appendix A.

5. Related work

Anomaly detection and mobility prediction is an
emerging topic in ubiquitous computing systems,
which has recently been considered by a large number
of researchers. Markov models are widely used in
this area to cluster the location information from the
trajectories [9] to cluster the location information from
the trajectories. Performance guaranteed algorithms
have been proposed to capture the tradeoff between
detection latency and accuracy [45–47]. To deal with
the issue of data sparsity, matrix factorization has
been introduced and applied (e.g., [48]). With the
tremendous success of deep neural networks in various
domains, deep learning based models have been
proposed to solve this problem (e.g., [7, 8, 10, 24, 49]).
While these state-of-the-art methods achieve reasonable
performance in domain-specific applications, none of
them protect the privacy of the client data.

Furthermore, existing works on target recognition
focused on synthesize photos from sketches. For exam-
ple, Tang et al. [50] proposed techniques to automati-
cally match hand-drawn sketches of human faces with
photos. Kumar et al. [51] were inspired by the char-
acteristics displayed by attribute-based representations
in other pattern recognition problems, and the desire
to perform a semantic search on face images, and
designed the solution to achieve significant recognition
accuracy. Klare et al. [52] developed an algorithm to
perform automated extraction. The proposed algorithm
operated by performing facial component positioning
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and alignment, followed by texture descriptor encod-
ing and support vector regression. For target tracking,
Brooks et al. [53] described a prediction-based sensor
collaboration that uses estimation of target velocities to
activate regions of sensors. Estrin et al. [54] developed
the directed diffusion approach to move sensor data
in a network that seeks to minimize communication
distance between data sources and data sinks.
Privacy-preserving methods such as differential pri-
vacy [21] and k-anonymity [55] were proposed to
address the increasing demand of privacy regulations.
However, these methods protect data at the cost of
destroying the data structure, which impacts the perfor-
mance of ADMP. Federated learning (FL) was recently
proposed to protect privacy of mobile devices. Many
optimizations (e.g., [56, 57]) have been developed to
reduce the communication and computation costs of
FL. However, existing FL-based models perform train-
ing heavily on client devices, which becomes a criti-
cal bottleneck for resource-constraint client devices in
ubiquitous computing environments. Some other works
(e.g., [58]) augmented FL with privacy through differen-
tial privacy techniques by adding artificial noise to the
whole model in the aggregation stage, which imposes
overhead on the model. Another line of works focuses
on the split learning (SL) [29, 30, 59–62], a collaborative
deep learning technique that splits a deep learning
network into two parts: a client-side network and a
server-side network. The training of the network is done
in a sequential manner where the server trains with one
client and then moves to another client. However, such a
sequential training engages only one client at a time and
hence is not efficient. Vertical federated learning (VFL)
enables multiple parties that own different attributes
(e.g., features and labels) of the same data entity (e.g.,
a person) to jointly train a model [63–65]. In contrast
to VFL where clients transfer the whole model to the
server, our FedADMP transfers only the activation from
clients to the server.

The work that is most close to ours is PMF [23], which
is a FL-based method for mobility prediction. However,
PMF has a low efficiency for ADMP with relatively
high computation and communication costs on client
devices. In departure from the above works, FedADMP
performs anomaly detection and mobility prediction
simultaneously with privacy guarantees.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the joint anomaly detection
and mobility prediction (ADMP) problem in ubiquitous
computing systems. We proposed FedADMP, a feder-
ated learning-based framework, for ADMP. To reduce
the computation loads on resource-constrained client
devices, client devices and the cloud server work col-
laboratively on the training process. To protect the

privacy of user data, each client device uploads only the
activation, instead of the raw data or the whole local
model, to the cloud server. We also developed a differ-
ential privacy method to further protect the privacy and
strengthened the robustness of FedADMP when only
partial clients devices are available for training, which
is a situation often occurring for emerging applications
in ubiquitous computing systems. Our experimental
results show that FedADMP consistently outperforms
state-of-the-art methods in terms of model accuracy
with dramatically reduced energy consumption and
computation costs at client devices.
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Appendix A. Additional Experimental Results
Complementary to the results presented in Section 4,
we provide additional experimental results when using
the Fashion-MNIST dataset as the object recognition
database. The time-to-accuracy and epoch-to-accuracy
performance are presented in Figures .1 and .2, respec-
tively. Again, we observe that FedADMP consistently
outperforms other four systems although the accuracy
improvement over PMF is limited in some traces. More
importantly, FedADMP dramatically reduces the con-
vergence time to achieve a particular accuracy. This
property is highly desirable for the joint anomaly detec-
tion and mobility prediction task in ubiquitous comput-
ing systems since a timely decision is critical in many
emerging applications as motivated in the introduction.

Similarly, we compare the energy consumed by client
devices in different models for achieving the same
accuracy. We assume an ideal cloud server which
always has enough computation resources. Figure A.3
(Left) compares the energy consumed by client devices
in different models when achieving 40% accuracy.
Again, we observe that FedADMP consumes the least
energy without incurring additional communication
costs which are measured by the size of the data
transmitted between the server and the clients, as
illustrated in Figure A.3 (Right).

Finally, we provide additional results to evaluate the
robustness of FedADMP using NYC and SF trajectories.
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Figure .1. Convergence and accuracy performance measure in time (i.e., time-to-accuracy) when using Fashion-MNIST dataset as the
object recognition database.
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Figure .2. Convergence and accuracy performance measure in epochs (i.e., epoch-to-accuracy) when using Fashion-MNIST dataset
as the object recognition database.
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Figure A.3. (Left): Energy consumption when using Fashion-MNIST dataset as the object recognition database. (Right): Communication
cost when using Fashion-MNIST dataset as the object recognition database.

As shown in Figures A.4 - A.7, we make the same
observations as in Figures 16 and 17.
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Figure A.6. Convergence and accuracy performance of FedADMP when partial client devices are available in SF trajectory.
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